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ABSTRACT 
Use of multi.:..terminal ,µ~gh vol_!age transmissi~n lines has 
increased in the development of present power systems for sound 
. economic reasons. ··· The normal course of line development has been from 
two terminals to three terminals. In some cases, the third terminal 
may· be a weak source for internal faults •. · Considering future trans-
~ 
mission line expansion, the three·terminal line may develop into two-
< two terminal lines. Designing suitable protection for the three 
terminal line development with consideration for its possible future 
expansion is a major problem ~hat confronts utility relay engineers. 
) 
This results in an analysis of the existing relay protection for 
necessary modifications or the specifying of a. brand new relaying 
system. 
· In the past, a variety of special relaying designs were used 
as a solution for the three terminal line protection problem with no 
consideration of standardization. Use of the special designs usually 
resulted in much compromise and very little economic benefit. 
In this thesis, a feasible protective relay system applica-
tion that has been designed·for the weak feed three terminal line 
configuration and applied ona particular utility system (Pennsylvania 
Power & Light) is discussed and analyzed. An analysis of relaying 
protection requirements of the weak feed three terminal line configu-
ration is made.· Special emphasis is placed on the analysis of the 
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,. weak feed terminal characteristics. The propo.sed. system is an appli-
cation that lends itself to the more common directio.nal comparison 
permissive overreaching transfer trip tone pilot protection presently 
used on two terminal.lines, which utilizes electro-mechanical protec-
tive relays, and lends itself to ultimate standardizafion. 
_The system provides high speed simultaneous fault clearing 
of all terminals which permits high speed reclosing·to minimize outage ... ~· 
time and results in improved transient power system stability. ·The. 
weak feed tone relaying system was found to be economically justified 
in a comparison with other alternates as protection for the existing 
transmission line configuration and its future development. A 
significant disadvantage is that the reliability of the relaying 
system depends mainly on the security of the communication channel. 
) 
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CHAPTER 1 • 
INTRODUCTION 
A utility's bulk power system consists of a major network 
of high voltage 7 transmission lines which supply load centers remote 
from the generating sources and may interconnect with an.other util-
ity's power system. The b.ulk power system is an essential p.art of a 
utility's basic operation. It, therefore, receives the highest 
degree,of trinsmission line relaying protection. 
The three major functions of lin~ protective relaying are: 
1~ To sense electrical failures (faults) on the power 
system and remove them quickly so that damage to 
equipment and inte~ruption to service are minimized. 
2. To prevent possible electrical failures and to lessen 
! the effects of electrical- failure that occur on ~he 
j 
power system by the relaying system design .. -~J 
f (r- > 
' 
·~ 
3. To improve power system transient stability. 
Protection for the two terminal high voltage transmission 
•
1 lines consists of a form of pilot relaying which .provides high speed _ 
clearing of internal line faultst_and perm~ts the use 'bf high speed 
3 ,,., 
- --· 
'· 
\., 
\ 
/ 
·V " 
reclosing to minimize transmission line ou_tage· time.· Standard types 
of-tone and carrier pilot relaying systems which meet protection 
requireme~ts of the two terminal hi,gh voltage transmiBsion lines have 
been in use for many years~ 
The development of present power systems has increased the .... 
use of multi-terminal high voltage transmission lines for sound 
economic reasons.· Tremendous area load growth has created a need to 
expan·d the power system by construction of many new substations. 
Considering initial costs, the most economical method of providing a 
source to ~he area supply substation is to have its transformer 
directly tap an existing two terminal high voltage transmission line. 
This method eliminates the installation of an expensive high voltage 
power circuit breaker as the initial step in substation dev.elopment 
a11d creates the three terminal line. 
This three terminal line configuration is an intermediate 
.. 
stage of power system development. Refer to Figure 1, page 5, for 
the sequence of transmission line development. As the area load in-
creases, the next step in substation development is to add another 
transformer and the high voltage power cir~uit breaker which splits 
the three terminal line into two - two terminal lines. 
three 
- Designing I . 
terminal line 
~ 
., ' a suitable protective relaying system for the 
"' is a major problem confronting utility re,lay 
~ .... , 
engineers. An analysis· of existing relay protection must be made to 
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determine if modifications can be made or if the specifying of a 
brand new relaying system is required. · 
Considerations included in the analysis are: 
. 1. The p~ssible weak system behind the transformer that 
tap.s the two terminal line can create a weak' source feed 
"' 
for internal line faults. 
,·, 
· 2. Standard two terminal relaying packages cannot be 
directly applied to the three terminal line configu-
• 
ratio~, if one of the termi~als is a weak source . 
. ) 
3. Protective relaying. ap.plied to the three terminal line 
. ·<· 
configuration mu~t be.flexible in design so that 
future line protection requirements can be met .. 
In this thesis, a proposed protective relaying system 
application for the weak feed three ~~_rminal line configuration is 
discuss€d and analyzed. This protective relaying system is to be a 
standard package that will provide optimum relaying protec.tion at 
minimum" cost. 
The criterion for designing the new relay protection will 
be: 
-6-
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1. To use p·rotective relaying at existing terminals for 
the intermediate s.tage of development. 
2. To design a relaying system that will be flexible for 
application to future transmission line development. 
3. To insure that the costs of the system are minimized, 
since economics is a major factor in the design and 
application of any protective relaying system. 
,. 
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CHAPTER 2 
, . 
TWO TERMINAL LINE PROTECTION 
Today, high voltage transmission line protection systems 
which utilize electro-mechanical protective relays for two terminal 
lines have become.standard applications. Hardware improvements in 
,. 
relaying systems have been.'" made to Jlleet protection requirements of 
the bulk power trans_mission systems as ~they become more complicated. 
Two types of pilot relaying in. general use.and used on the Pennsyl-
vania Power & Light Company (PP&L) system_are: 
1. Permissive Overreaching Transfer Trip (P.O.T.T.) Tone. 
2. Di rec t·ional Comparison Power Line Carrier Blocking. 
In pilot relaying schemes, a communication channel is re-
quired. betw~en terminals for transmission of relay. i.n·t;ellige·nce con-
cerning fault information at a location. ,This fault information per-
mitsrelay selectivity to provide simultaneou~ high speed clearing of 
\ 
. \ ) internal faults and blocking for external faults. High speed reclos-
ing of both terminals can be employed to minimize outage time and 
improve transient power system stability. Leased telephone lines_ 
provide·the communication channel for the tone.system whereas the 
power line conductors are utilized as the communication link for 
a 
• carrier. 
-8-
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The P.O.T.T. tone re~aying sys~em has been found to be ... 
more economical than th~ power line carrier blocking sch11eme for ·short 
lines and has been in more general us.e. Tone schemes are more 
flexible in their application since the required+~ased telephone 
' 
.line communication link can be added or deleted easily. Carrier 
schemes are not as flexible due to considerable expense in re-
,• ·-1 o cat i ng the physical carrier line equipment required for th~~commun-
\ 
ication link. 
The two terminal P.O.T.T. tone relaying system, which 
operates on the principle of "directional comparison",. is to be used 
as the model system in the investigation of three terminal lines. 
Directional comparison to·ne ·relaying·. has gained wide acceptance among 
"' 
utilities including PP&L, because the relaying system lends itself to· 
standardization and is flexible for application to transmission 
system changes. 
In directional comparison relaying, a directional fault 
sensing relay at each end of the line independently determines the 
direction to the fault (internal or external). A connnunication 
channel between the two terminals is used to inform the relay at one 
terminal how the relay at the remote terminal responded to the fault. 
~ 
In the funda~ental system design, one complement of relays~ 
I 
is used for,phase fault sensing and another type is used: for ground 
faults. Electro-mechanical Mho type distance relays are used for 
-9-
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/ 
' phase fault sensing and directional overcurrent ground relays are 
used for ground fault sensing." 
.... 
Ari understanding of the·P.O.T.T. tone relaying scheme 
-operation can be obtained by referring to Figure 2, page 11, and the 
following ~ext. The protective relays at terminals A and Bare set 
such that the protected zone of a relay at terminal A overreaches the 
·-:.__:..;;=-·---:--·--· --· -
remote terminal at B, and viqe-versa. Therefore, internal and 
-external faults in a relay's protected zone will be sensed. 
Mho distance relays which respond to a function of the ratio 
of voltage to current are used for phase protection in this applica-
tion. The equation fo~the relay characteristic at the operatirig 
balance point is: 
where: 
z = cos (Q-0) 
K 
Z = ohmic reach 
0 - relay maximum torque angle 
.. 
~ - fault impedance power factor angle 
K = design constant 
• 
Its operating characteristic is shown in Figure 3, page 12. 
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Overreaching phase distance.relays are set in a zone 2 
application; that is, the typica~ minimum relay set;:ting would be 125% 
·l-
of the protected line impedance between terminals A and B, which 
~ ,. 
i.ncludes the line impedance plus arc resistance and a margin. In a 
zone 1 application, phase distance relays would only provide coverage, 
for 80% of the line impedance between terminals A and B. 
Actuating quantities fbr the distance relay are phase 
. 
> current ~nd phase-to-phase line potential. The typical zone 2 
impedance setting of the relay is determined by: , 
where: 
, .. 
(CT Ratio) 
(PT Ratio) 
ZR - Relay impedance setting 
ZP .- - the phase-to-neutral line impedance r1 
PT - Potential transformer 
CT = Current transformer 
1.25 - Qverreaching setting factor of 125% 
Directioµal oyercurrent ground relays are used for ground 
fault protection in this application. T;he polarizing quantity for the 
relay directional unit is·the open delta voltage applied to its coil. 
The fault ,discriminating units of the groung r
1
elays are operated by 
ground current (310 ) in the protected·line. The relay directional 
C 
-13-
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unit operating cha·ra_cteristic is shown in Figure 4, page 15. The 
torque equation 
. , 
• is: 
"' where: 
T = KEicos (fl - 0) . , .. , '• 
J, 
T - torque 
E - polarizing relay reference voltage 
I - relay operating current 
0 - relay maximum torque anii~ 
Q - fault impedance power factor ~ngle 
K - design constant 
K1 - restraining torque 
' 
-·i.: 
In a zone 2 application of overreaching directional over-
current ground relays, the relay is set to detect gr0und faults having 
up to 100 ohms fault resistance beyond the remote bus. 
A leased telephone line two-way communication link is re-
quired between protective relay terminals for transmission of relay 
intelligence. Frequency shift audio tone ·equipment consisting of a 
transmitter and a re.ceiver is used at each terminal for transmission 
-· 
· and receipt of relay intelligence; that is, a permissive tr:i,p signal. 
,_, 
Coordination of local protective relay operation and receipt of a 
-14-
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permissive trip signal for a pilot trip is provided by a transfer 
" 
trip relay at each terminal. 
The conditions for pilot tripping at each terminal are 
shown in Figure 2, page 11. Fot example, if a fault is sensed at 
terminal A, its protective relay (PRA) keys transmitter f 1 which sends 
a permissive trip,signal to remote terminal B indicating that a fault .. 
...... ,. 
, ..JJ has been sensed.· If the fault is internal, the protective relay 
(PRB) at terminal B will sense the fault and key transmitter f 2 -which 
sends a permissive trip signal to remote terminal A. Upon receipt of 
the permissive trip sig~al at terminal A, the transfer trip (TT) 
relay will operate tq provide pilot tripping of the power circuit 
breaker at this terminal for fault isolation. Pilot tripping of the 
power circuit breaker at terminal B will be initiated in.the same 
manner as at terminal A. For an external fault pilot tripping will 
not be initiated because only one terminal (A or B) will -sense the 
fault. Since each terminal must be able to contribute to an internal 
. 
fault for scheme operation, securit'y is added to the system. 
Security of the communication channel is maintained by a 
continuous transmission of a guard signal between each terminal. 
Loss of the guard signal, which indicates channel failure, bloc.ks the 
. 
relaying scheme· op,eration at each terminal. Back-up phase and ground ,. 
relay protection, which has slower clearing time, is applied to cover 
for outage of the primary pilot relay protection and l.oss of the 
communication channel . 
• t ...... 
-16-
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Relay·operating times and the connnuni~ation channel charac-
teristics are·import~11-t variables which affect the relaying system 
fault clearing time. It is essential that the connnunication channel 
be reliable because it is the basic link for system operation. Plots 
\ .. ~ , I. of typical P.O.T.T. tone relaying system operating times which 
includes each major component spee.g of operation for two internal 
-fault locations are shown in figure 5, page 18. It is assumed that 
normal relay operating t·ime will be 1 cycle and 1-1/2 cycles __ tor a 
line ~nd fault. Relaying system fault clearing. times are in the 
range of 68 MS. 
" 
.. ....-
.- •. , 
p 
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CHAPTER 3 
THREE TERMINAL LI:t~E PROTECTION 
In the development of a protective scheme for the three 
terminal configuration, we can consider th~ applic~tion of the 
P.O.T.T. tone relaying system to the configuration as shown in . 
. 
Figure 6, page 20. A similar complement of protective relays that 
ex·ists at terminal A and B must ·be installed at terminal C. Since a 
·· two-way communication link is required between each terminal, fre-
quency shift audio tone eq.uipment at terminal C would contain one 
transmitter and two receivers. This results in an additional re-
ceiver being added at each of the existing terminals (A and B), for 
the transmitter at C. 
Protective relays at terminal C would be such that their 
protected zones overreach the remote terminals at A and B. For the 
relaying system to function properly, each terminal must sense every 
internal fault in its protected line zone. Operation of the three 
terminal P.O.T.T. tone scheme is similar to two terminal operation 
except that permissive trip signals are required from both remote 
terminals for a pilot trip. 
When considering application of distance protection to three 
terminal lines, the factors which influence the measurement of circuit 
impedance at each t~rminal .are: 
-19-
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1. The effect.of the fault level infeed (JI1aximumor minimum 
••· • I 
. . ·:. generation) at each. terminal for internal faults. 
' 
2. The effect of the fault location in the protected network 
' -
.. &, 
• zone. 
3. The.effect of the third terminal tap position. 
4. The effect of arc (fault) resistance. 
With three terminal lines, the· infeed of the· intermediate 
source -for intern~! faults on the protected line has an effect on 
each remote terminal distanc;e relay called "apparent impedance". 
This effect is illustraned in Figure 7, page 22. The equation in 
Figure 7 describes the "apparent impedance" as seen by the relay at 
terminal A for the fault at terminal B, with ~nfeed from terminal C. 
Apparent impedance at terminal C for the fault at terminal B can be 
calculated in a similar manner using this equation and-by inverting 
the current ratio in the last term. 
If the ratio of Ia/Ic is large (10/1) due to a weak feed 
from terminal C then the apparent impedance effect on the distance 
relay at C will be great. For the distance relay at terminal A, the 
effect of the intermedi_ate current source i_s small; ·therefore, the 
apparent· impedance effect on the distance relay at A will be ·small. 
,f 
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Upon examination of tl1.e distance relay characteristic at 
terminal C as shown in figure ·s, -p_age 24, the effect of the infeed 
from terminal A can be -seene Th.e setting of. the _relay at ter:mina1. C 
' 
• . t!" 1.s very dependent on the infeed current, especially if its magnitude 
is much greater than that. supplied by its own terminal. 
Location of the fault does have an effect on the measure-
ment of circuit impedance at a terminal with the most critical 
location being a line end fault. The terminal's infeed for that 
fault will be the weakest and the .apparent impedance effect will be 
. 
the greatest., 
The tap position of the third terminal will determine the 
apparent impedance whic~ ~s measured by each of the remote terminals. 
Its relative position also determines what effect apparent impedance 
on distance relays applied at its terminal. 
The arc (fault) resistance does have an effect on the 
measurement of circuit impedance at each terminal and must be 
factored into a relay setting as is done for a two terminal line 
application. Arc resistance must be included to prevent substantial 
errors in impedance measurement due to the product ·of arc resistance 
and remote infeeding fault current which cannot be taken into account 
by local relays. 
• 
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Although methods of calculating arc resistance vary, a 
. 
· generally accepted method that is used by PP&L • 1s: 
where: 
R 
arc 
8750 (S + 3vt) 
11. 4 
R - arc resistance in oluns arc 
I - fault current i~ amps 
I ., . 
... 
·1.,r 
S - spacing between conductors or across insulator·s .. 
in feet 
v = wind velocity in miles per hour 
. . 
t ·= relay operating time in seconds 
For high voltage transmission lines, a wind velocity of 25 miles per 
hour at the fault location is used for the variable v. 
In summary, apparent impedance and arc resistanc? are 
' major considerations that must be factored into the calculation of 
distance relay settings on three terminal lines. 
When considering application of directional overcurrent 
ground relays to three terminal lines, the factors which influence 
the measurement of fault current at each terminal are not the same as 
those stated for distance relays. Considerations in· applying over-. 
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reaching ground. -relays to· three terminal lines· are the same as those 
for two terminal lines. The relay at a. terminal must be set to 
~etect ground faults haying up to 100 ohms fault resistance beyiJnd 
both remote buses under all system operating c-onditions. Directional 
overcurrent ground relays used in this application are not subject 
to the apparent impedance effect because they measure zero· sequence 
·quantities. 
Th.e fault loc.ation does have an effect on the infeed pro-
vided by a terminal especially for a line end groun.d fault which 
• 
. depends on the strength of the terminal in relation to the other 
infeeds. The ef feet of the third terminal tap poi.nt also depends on 
the relative strength of the terminal being considered. 
It.~ essential that the minimum current required for proper 
operation of the directional unit and the overcurrent unit be supplied 
for every fault condition to prevent misoperation or non-operation of 
the ·ground relay. This type of condition must be thoroughly investi-
gated for a terminal that may be a weak feed. 
In summary, if there is insufficient current at a terminal 
to operate the relays for any internal fault condition, then relia-
bility of the scheme will be marginal. .. Therefore, it is imperative 
. that each relay terminal sense every internal fault condition to 
maintain security and integrity of· the scheme. This points to the 
need f-or developing a standard type relaying scheme that can be 
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applied to three termin&.1 lines without compromise. 
. . 
· · Th.erefore, when applying relaying to a three terminal line, 
s6me basic·considerations are: 
· A. Changes in system conditions such as: 
,~--.• 
1. Maximum or minimum generation. 
2. Maximum or minimum grounding. 
3. Remote line.terminals open or closed. 
4. Apparent impedance effects on distance relay operation 
by current infeed. 
B. Calculation of fault current distribution at each line 
terminal for all internal and external fault conditions . 
._27-
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CHAPTER 4 
WEAK FEED TERMINAL 
In the discussion of applying P.O.T.T. tone pilot relaying 
to three terminal lines, it was determined that all protective re-
laying terminals must sense all ineernal faults. for reliable scheme 
operation. With the three terminal line development, the transformer 
,., 
third terminal is. a possible weak source for internal faults. There-
fore, application of the tone relaying scheme may be questionable due 
to possible unreliable operation of the protective relays at the third 
terminal. 
A weak feed terminal is defined in this paper as one which 
does not provide a~ adequate infeed to its protective relays to obtain 
reliable operation in a high speed pilot tripping system for all in-
~ 
ternal fault conditions. Adequate infeed is the minimum value of 
current under all system conditions required to have a protective re-
lay operate within a maximum specified time. Speed is a major consid-
eration in reliable relay operation because it decreases rapidly as 
the limit of a relay's sensitivity is approached. Also, at its 
minimum sensitivity level the accuracy of a relay's. operating speed 
and its reliability of operation are very poor. 
' The operating speed of the P.O.T.T. tone relaying system 
·depends on the relay terminal which has the slowest operating speed 
• 
• 
-., __ .. 
-,.\' 
.> 
for an internal fault. Therefore, it is .very important that eacq 
relay terminal operate as fast as possible for, a fa-ult in order to 
achieve high speed simultaneous fault clearing. 
' In designing pilot relay protection, it is desirable that 
relay operating time does not exceed a maximum value of 1-1/2 cycles 
for an internal fault, Therefore, the required typical minimum fault 
current values are: 
• 
• 1. Mho phc3:se distance relays - seco.ndary three phase fault 
current of 8 amps. 
2& Directional overcurrent ground relays - secondary ground 
fault current of 2 amps. 
a 
Any infeed that supplies a current of less magnitude than 
those listed above will be defined as a weak £~ed. 
In the previous chapters, the factors which contribute to 
characteristics of a weak feed terminal have been determined and a 
' .. 
procedure has been established for determini~g the existence of a 
weak feed terminal& This discussion is limited to the transformer 
third terminal as a possible weak source, although this procedure can 
be applied to any suspected weak source terminal. 
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Factors which contribute to the characteristics of a weak 
feed terminal are: 
• j 
1. The length of the weak feed terminal tap and its tap point 
in relation to the 0th.er two terminals which increases or 
I 
decreases the apparent impedance effect on distance relays. 
2. The strength of the. weak feed terminal in relation to other 
"strong" terminals to provide infeed for reliable relay 
operation. 
,, 
3. The reduction of terminal strength due to system conditions 
at the terminai which increases back-up impedance and 
results in decreased infeed. 
The reduction of terminal infeed due to restriction caused 
by arcing phase or ground faults. 
( 
5. The type of rr,~nsformer connection (wye or delta) which .. --.,., 
determines whether a terminal is a weak source for phase or 
ground faults or both. 
6. The fault current distribution at the weak terminal for all 
internal and external fault conditions within the relay 
zone of protection.· 
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~ 7. The eff·ecf on the three terminal configuration under various 
system conditions as viewed from the weak terminal. 
Major concerns which develop as a result of the weak feed 
terminal characteristic are: 
1. Sen~itivity and speed of the phase and ground protective 
re.lays required for correct "scheme operation of the proposed 
relaying system application. 
2. Coordination of weak feed terminal protective relays with 
remote line terminal (outside the protected zone). relay 
settings such that relay operation does not occur for a 
fault in the remote protected zone. 
The most ideal weak feed three terminal line confi.guration 
is the one in which the third terminal tap has zero ·impedance to the 
midpoint of the two terminal line. The relay settings a·t both strong 
terminals would be the same and would provide the fastest system 1,· 
fault clearing time for internal faults. As the tap point is moved 
. . nearer"one terminal, one of the strong terminals will reach much 
farther into the weak terminale For distance relays at the~weak 
terminal, the apparent impedance will be much greater·than before for 
,-· -
the most remote line end fault. The effect on ground relays will be 
less current infeed for the more remote line end ground fault. 
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-If the impedance from the tap point t·o the weak terminal is 
not zero, then the extra impeda~ce will decrease the current infeed 
internal phase and g~_gund faults. 
Anot~e~ adverse effect is the w~ening of a fault current 
infeed by a reduction-of generation behind its terminal •. The apparent 
impedance effect on distance relays becomes more severe as the ratio of 
, 
. the strong terminal strength to the weak terminal strength becomes 
greater. The larger ratio has the effect of reducing the amount of 
' 
ground ·current inf eed_ the terminal can supply. 
The procedure for determining a weak feed terminal condition 
is to calculate the three-phase and the phase-to-ground faults for the 
six critical locations on three terminal line configuration as shown 
in Figure 9, page 33. 
The steps to follow in this determination are: 
1. Calculation of fault current distribution for the internal 
shown in Figure 9. 
a. Calculate these faults for the system normal 
condition - no power circuit breakers open and normal 
generation flow. 
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-b. Calculate these faults for system abnormal - minimum 
.generation support behind terminal and maximum infeed 
from the strong terminals. 
2. Tabulate all results. 
3-. Evaluate the apparent impedance calculations for each of 
the above faults to determine the effect on· terminal dis-
. 
tance relays and check the available current inf eeds against 
required minimums for proper phase and ground relay opera-
tion. 
Calculations, using a similar procedure·, were made for the . 
" Montour-Milton-Sunbury three terminal line on the PP&L system and are 
tabulated in the Appendix I, page 83. After a thorough analysis of 
the three tenninal weak feed situation, the author has not discovered 
any short cut method or rule for determining a weak feed condition. 
As a general guideline in the analysis of a protective relaying term-
inal, if the current ratio of the other terminal feed to the terminal 
feed being investigated is greater than 10 for a particular line end 
fault condition, then the weak feed terminal is suspect. 
By analyzing the calculated data, a basis ·can be estab-
~ lished for investigating and analyzing the weak feed terminal 
situation and its relation to the operation of any protective relaying 
. 
system, and in particular, the three terminal protective relaying tone 
.. 
,11),•·r•), 
.! 
system applicatio.n. The main criteria for tone pilot application is 
0 that each terminal must sense every internal fault for all types of 
conditions. Therefore, the phase and ground prot~ctive relay settings· 
must be examined at .... ,t,he suspected weak feed terminal for proper oper-
ation of the three te·rminal ton·e scheme. 
In determining the ohmic reach setting of the phase distance 
relays at the weak feed terminal, the worst case of apparent impedan.ce 
for a line end fault condition is to be used. Applying an over-~ 
reaching phase relay at this terminal requires a setting equal to 125% 
of the apparent i~pedance (zone 2 application) plus ~re resistance. 
Other factors previously discussed, which have an effect on the re-
quired setting, are as follows: 
• ·I ,· 
ae Increased back-up impedance at the weak feed terminal 
(outage of a tie line) decreases its infeed contribu-
tion, so the apparent impedance would be much greater 
than the required setting. 
b. Coo,rdinating problems may develop with zone 2 relay 
·--~, ·----'~ 
settings for lines ter~inating at remote buses due to 
the large relay setting at the weak terminal. 
Although a distance relay setting may be obtained, the 
relay operating time may be too long to meet the high speed fault 
clear.ing time req·uirement. With distance relays, operating time 
~35-
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increases with large ohmic reach settings. Therefore, application of •-
an overreaching distance relay for sensing internal faults cannot be 
made with certainty. 
In the analysis of ground relay protection application to 
the three terminal line, apparent impedance is not a consideration 
-since directional overcurrent relays are used. The weakness of 
the terminal for internal ground faults wi1·1- depend on the system: 
impedance behind the terminal. Applying an overreaching setting on a 
directional over~urrent ground relay will depend on the worst line 
end ground fault condition. With the restriction applied to the line 
end fault, the setting of the overcurrent unit may be marginal. 
Another consideration is the increased sy~tem impedance behind the 
terminal which would further reduce the current contribution to the 
internal fault. Coordinating problems with remote line terminal ground 
relay settings may develop for a required sensitive setting at the I 
weak terminal. Since the directional unit of the relay is affected 
by the low magnitude fault current, its operation may also be marginal 
or false. 
In summary, relaying for the weak feed terminal in a three 
terminal P.O.T.T. tone system is very difficult. Operation of the 
..... -,. ' P.O.T.T. tone system may be marginal and therefore may not be a 
reliable application. This further establishes the need for a three 
terminal tone relaying system for the weak feed condition that is not 
dependent on using relay--ing at the weak terminal for internal fault 
· -36-
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sensing. It is also advantageous to provide a standard type relaying 
scheme for this condition which can be utilized for future protection 
requirements, which is the purpose of this investigation. 
L 
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CHAPTER 5 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
In the proposed protective relaying system application for 
,. 
weak feed three terminal lines, the weak feed terminal is to function 
as a blocki~g terminal for external faults instead of a sensing 
~ . 
terminal for internal faults as is the normal case. This approach 
solves the basic problem of unreliable weak feed terminal relay 
operation for internal faults due to insufficient current infeed, 
especially for a line end fault. Protective relays at the strong 
feed terminals must sense and operate for internal faults under all 
system conditions. · 
. The protective relaying sys·tem application for the weak 
feed three terminal line is to be a directional comparison permissive 
overreaching transfer trip (P.O.T.T.) tone scheme which-is similar 
to the P.O.T.T. tone scheme applied to two terminal lines. This 
system for three terminal lines is based on the .P.p.T.T. tone system 
used on two terminal lines except the weak feed terminal functions as 
........ , .~ a blocking termin2fft for external fauLts. 
The proposed protective relaying system application for weak 
feed three terminal lines in this thesis is one that has been designed 
which utilizes electro-mechanical' protective relay_s at the strong and 
weak feed terminals that operate in ·conjunction with the Westinghouse 
-38-
STU-12 solid state transfer trip relay interface system. A STU-12 
transfer trip relay with "·weak feed" logic developed by Westinghouse 
for use at a. weak feed termi~al is utilized in this system to provide 
i! the blocking function for external ·faul.ts. 
This system is an exair1:ple of the use of solid state relaying 
• • 
techniques with electro-mechanical protective relays. It was designed 
as an application for existing two terminal lines which are protected 
by an electro-mechanical protective relay P.O.T.T. tone system. A 
relaying system of this type has been applied on PP&L' s f1ontour-Mil ton-
Sunbury 230 kv line as on~ .of the two pilot relaying protect,ion systems 
and is the first such applic~tion of this design. 
'•. 
~ 
Basic protective relaying requirements for the weak.feed 
three terminal system are shown in Figure 10, page 40. In the figure, 
. the iPne of protection for terminal A is outlined as shown. The zone 
of protection for terminal B, which is not shown, is the same as that 
at terminal A. At terminal C, the blocking zone of protection is 
shown for its relays. 
The transformer at terminal C is not a part of the relaying 
system zone of protection. Faults in the transformer are cleared by 
its own relaying protection system which initiates direct transfer 
trip signals t,o open power circl!it breakers at the remote terminals A 
and B, and trips the power circuit breaker at terminal C. 
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Strong Feed Terminals 
Electro-mechanical Mho phase distance and directional 
,, overcurrent ground relays are applied at the two strong terminals, A 
,,..,,-
and Be These relays· would already be existing in a two terminal 
tone relaying system. In the· design, the intent is to have these 
relays reach into but not through the transformer, which is not 
always the case. 
The overreaching phase distance relays are set in a zone 2 
application similar to that for two terminal lines. Directional 
overcurrent ground relays are applied to overreach the remote term-
' inals similar to a two terminal line application. 
A harmonic-restraine·d ground overcurrent relay is required 
to supervise the directional overcurrent ground relay to prevent it 
from operating on magnetizing inrush current upon energization of 
the transformer at the weak terminal. 
Actuating quabtities for these relays are high voltage line 
potential and currents on the bus side of the power circuit breaker. 
Protective relays at each termina·1 supply fault direction 
--and detection inputs to the local STU-12 relay in addition to receipt 
of remote terminal permissive trip signals.· Using this information, 
discrimination is provided by the STU-12 relay to permit tripping 
-41-
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,. for internal.faults and blocking for external faults. Another 
function performed by the tran~ . .fer trip relay is to initiate· trans-
mission of trip signals to remotes. 
Weak Feed Terminal 
Mho phase distance and directional overcurrent ground 
relays are connected to be.reverse reaching to provide a blocking 
function for external faults to the protected zone. Fault detector 
relay supervision is applied to the reverse reaching phase relay. 
Energizing quantities for these relays are obtained from high vol-
tage current transformers and high voltage line potential trans-
farmers. 
Voltage supervision for tripping on internal phase faults 
is provided by a high speed three-phase undervoltage relay. Internal 
ground fault tripping supervision is provided by a high speed over-
voltage relay which measures open delta potential from high voltage 
line potential transformers connected on the transformer high side. 
• f 'J') 
All these protective relays supply fault direction and 
detection inputs to the special STU-12 (weak feed logic) transfer trip 
relay which performs similar functions to the STU-1-2 relay described 
for the s·trong · feed terminals. The STU-12 relay at this terminal has 
"weak feed logic" to coordinate.all the protective relay inputs and 
provide pilot tripping for internal faults. Also, it is designed to 
-42-
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proviqe three terminal system blocking for external faults behind 
this terminal. 
Communication System 
High speed frequency shift audio tone equipment consisting 
of one trans,mitter and two receiver~ is required at each termiI).al for 
t.ransmission and receipt of relay in!:~~lligence; that is, a permissive 
trip signal. 
A special bridge type leased telephone two-way connnunica- .. 
.., 
tion line for three terminal operation is required between protective 
relay terminals for transmission qf relay intelligence. Security of 
the communication channel is maintained by a continuous transmission 
of a guard signaL between each terminal. Loss of the guard signal, 
which indicates channel failure, initiates automatic blocking of three 
terminal system tripping by the transfer trip relay at each terminal. 
Back-up phase and ground relay protection is applied to cover for any 
outage of the primary pilot relay protection such as loss of the 
connnunication chann.el. 
Scheme Operation 
Refer to figure 11, page 4, for the weak feed P.O.T.T. 
transfer trip .. system simplified scheme of operation. Table 1, page 
-43-
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46, summariz·es th.e tri.pping conditions at the strong and weak feed 
terminals. ' 
An internal or external fault sensed by either strong feed 
terminal protectiv~ relay initiates local STU-12 relay circuitry and 
keys transmission of a permissive trip signal which interrogates 
remote terminals. Discrimination between internal and external faults 
is provided by relay intelligence received from the remote terminals. 
Internal Faults 
Both strong feed terminal protective relays must sense and 
operate forall internal faults. Receipt of a permissive trip signal 
at the weak feed terminal initiates its local transfer trip relay. 
A permissive trip signal is sent to both strong feed remote terminals 
' to permit tripping if all the following conditions are met: 
.... ~ ' 
'·· ~· ' 
1. Operation of the overvoltage relay for a ground fault or 
the undervoltage relay operation for a phase fault • 
• 
2. No operation of reverse reaching protective relays. 
Tripping is initiated at this terminal if all the above 
conditions are met and both remote terminal permissive trip signals 
are received. 
" 
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STRONG 
FEED 
TERMINAL 
WEAK 
FEED 
TERMINAL 
TERMINAL TRIPPING CONDITIONS 
PR (PH. ·oR GRD) OPER. + 
BOTH REMOTE.TERM. TRIP SIGNALS 
NO PR (PH OR GRD.) OPER + 
OV OR UV RELAY OPER. + 
BOTH REMOTE TERM. TRIP SIGNALS 
PR - PROTECTIVE RELAY 
PH -.PHASE 
GRD - GROUND 
OV - OVERVOLTAGE 
UV - UNDERVOLTAGE 
TABLE I 
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External Faults 
1 
The basic operation of the relaying system for fault behind 
a strong feed terminal is: 
1. One strong feed terminal senses and operates for the fault 
and sends permissive trip signals to remote terminals. 
2. The other strong feed terminal does not sense the fault 
since it is external to its protective zone. 
3. At the weak feed terminal, all conditions are satisfied for 
initiation of a trip signal to both remotes. 
4. No system tripping takes place because each terminal 
receives only one trip signal. 
Security is built into the system to prevent tripping for 
external faults by locking out tripping at each terminal as follows: 
1. The fault sensing terminal locks out if a trip signal is not 
received within 18 MS after its protective relay operates. 
2. The non-fault sensing terminal locks out if the other trip 
signal is not received within 18 MS. 
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The basic operation of the relaying system for a fault 
behind the weak feed ·terminal is: 
1. Both the strong feed terminals may or may not sense the 
external fault depending upon its location. If th.e fault is 
s·ensed, a trip signal will be sent to both remotes. 
2~ The weak feed terminal may receive one or both trip signals 
,, from the strong feed terminals and will initiate the STU-12 
transfer tri~ relay. 
3. Operation of the reverse reaching grou-nd or the reverse 
reaching phase relay will block tripping at this terminal. 
4. All terminals will lock out tripping in a manner similar 
to that for an external fault behind a strong feed terminal. 
~• For an open strong feed terminal power circuit breaker, 
continuous permissive trip signals are sent to both remote terminals. 
This condition is similar to that for a transformer bank tapped at 
the end of a transmission line. For an internal fault, the other 
strong feed terminal must sense ane ... operate for the fault and send a 
trip signal to·· the weak feed terminal. Upon receipt of the other 
~emote trip signal at the weak feed terminal, all conditions for 
" tripping will be ·met. For an external fault sensed by the strong feed 
terminal, the weak feed terminal protective relay will a·lso sense the 
-48-
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fault and block tripping at its terminal and the strong terminal by 
not keying a permissive trip "signal. 
If the weak feed terminal is open, continuous trip signals 
are transmitted to_ both strong feed terminals and the weak feed logic 
of the transfer trip relay is by-passed. Therefore, strong feed term-
inals will operate as a conventional P.O.T.T. tone relaying system 
applied for two terminal line operation on internal faults arid 
external faults._ 
Relay Functions and Setting Determination 
Strong feed terminal - Mho phase distance relay. 
Its function is to sense all internal phase faults on the 
protected line. Factors which determine the setting are: 
1. Minimum fault condition - normal or abnormal operating 
conditions (minimum generation). 
2. 125% of maximum apparent impedance to the most remote bus . 
.  
3. Include 125% of maximum arc I resistance in the setting. 
4. The setting at each terminal is to overreach both remotes 
and reach into and possibly through the transformer. 
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Strong feed terminal - directional overcurrent ground relay. 
Its function is to sense all internal ground faults on the 
protected line. Factors which determine the setting are: 
1. The most remote line end fault (minimum fault condition) 
'U .. " 
-
with a 100 ohm fault resistance under normal and minimum 
generat·ion conditions .. 
2. The relays at each terminal must cover all line end faults 
in the protected line zone. 
3. The setting at each terminal is to overreach both"remote 
terminals and reach into and possibly through the trans-
former. 
Weak feed terminal - reverse ·reaching Mho phase distance 
relay. 
Its ·function is to sense all external phase faults within 
reach of the remote terminal distance relays. Factors which determine 
the setting are: 
1. The setting should overreach the phase relay settings at 
the strong feed terminals for an external fault be-hind the 
weak terminal. 
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2. The rever:Se phase relay setting should overreach the strong 
feed terminal setting by a margin of 25%. 
3. For any external fault, the operating time of the weak feed 
terminal relay'must be faster than the strong feed terminal 
relay for coordination. 
Fault detector relay 
The function of this relay which measures high vol·tage line 
currents is to supervise the reverse reaching phase relay to prevent 
false operation for shunt capacitance current flow to an internal 
fault. Because this is a low magnitude current,which can appear as 
an external fault to the relay, its operation can block system 
tripping for a legitimate fault . 
Investigation has shown that the existence of the shunt 
capacitance current flow~is not the general case~ The magnitude of 
•, 
the shunt capacitance current is necessary for relay coordination if 
it does exist. The fault detector setting must be coordinated with 
the reverse reaching phase relay such that it will operate for the 
minimum external fault within the phase relay's protected zone. 
Weak feed terminal - reverse reaching directio'nal over-
current ground relay. Factors which determine the setting are: 
-51-
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1. The ~etting should overreach the ground relay settings at 
the strong feed terminals for an external fault behind the 
weak terminal. 
2. The reverse ground relay should overreach the strong feed 
terminal by a margin of 25% and include 100 ohms of fault 
resistance. 
3. For any external fault, the operating time of the weak feed 
terminal relay must be faster than the strong feed termi.nal 
relay for coordination. 
A three-phase undervoltage relay, which measures three-phase' 
voltage from transformer high side line potential transformers super-
vises the scheme tripping for phase faults. This relay must be set 
to operate for all inter~al faults and external faults within reach 
of the strong feed terminals and behind the weak feed terminal within 
reaeh of the strong feed terminal distance relay settings. The 
voltage relay setting must be calculated for faults with maximum arc 
resistance .. 
The ground overvoltage relay measures open delta potential 
from transformer high side line potential transformers and supervises 
the scheme tripping for ground faults. This relay must operate i"n · 
the same basic area as the three phase undervoltage relay. The 
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voltage r·elay setting must be calculated for faults with a 100 ohm 
resistance which will be the minimum overvolta'ge available. 
For setting calculation of the voltage supervising relays, 
use line end fault conditions. Use of voltage supervision adds 
se~urity to system operation and prevents false operation of the weak 
feed terminal relay which initiates its transfer trip relay. 
·• 
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CHAPTER 6 
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
In the analysis of the protective relaying system applica-
tion to a transmission line configuration, the main concerns are 
suitable fault clearing times for internal faults and blocking of 
system tripping for external fault conditions. Consideration must 
also be given to the type of line configuration and t.ype of terminal; 
that is, a transformer termination. 
Three types of the weak feed three terminal line configura-
t·ions are shown in Figures 12A, 12B and 12C, page 55, for various 
locations of t·he weak feed terminal. The zone of relay protection is 
defined for each type of configuration,and does not include the trans-
former. A separate relaying protection for isolating transformer 
faults has been discussed earlier. 
Application of the phase and ground fault sensing protective 
relays at terminals A and B (Figure 12A) on the three terminal line is 
similar to application of protective relays on two terminal lines. 
Considerations in relaying three terminal lines are the same as those 
for two terminal lines except for the protective relays at the weak 
feed terminal because it is a blocking terminal. The apparent 
impedance effect .created by the third terminal is a consideration in 
'' 
applying phase relay settings.but not ground relay settings. System 
·. ,-.' 
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conditions such. as minimum genera ti.on have an ef feet on the current ~ 
-sensed at a terminal and must be factored into the phase and_ ground 
relay settings. 
There is no provision in the system design to cover the 
situation where fault current will flow out one terminal for an 
internal fault on this system. Altfiough this type of fault condition 
i·s rare for a weak feed three terminal line with one transformer 
tennination, other means of protection at the terminal must be 
implemented if the condition exists. 
The best line configuration for relaying is shown in Figure 
12A, page 55, where the weak' feed terminal has zero impedance to the 
tap point which is equi-distance from both remote terminals. Over-
reaching relay settings ap~lied at the strong feed terminals will be 
the same, which makes coordination with the weak feed terminal relays-
easier. The location of the third terminal tap increases the apparent 
impedance effe~t at one terminal more than the other depending upon 
the fault location for other types of configurations. 
>' 
The use of phase fault sensing relays with a Mho character-
istic presents no problem in covering for various internal fault 
conditions with fault resistance. Existing Mho ph~se relays are 
• flexible since they can be ~adjusted for a variety of impedance 
changes. Adding a transformer tap as the third terminal does not 
have much effect on the relay settings at the strong terminals, 
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because the terminal is weak in about 50% of the cases and has an 
effect on the apparent impedance viewed by phase distance relays at 
the remote terminals. 
... 
A plot of the weak feed three terminal protective relaying· 
system operating time for an internal fault, F1 , at the tap point, is 
shown in Figure 13, page 58. Normal-· fault clearing times are in the 
range of 68 MS, assuming protective relay operating time is one cycle . 
. It can be seen that- fault clearing times for the three terminal config-
uration are in the same range as for two terminal lines. In this 
' 
case, both protective relay terminals will operate in the same time and 
provide the fastest fault clearing time. Effects of the fault 
location are that the relay terminal near the fault will operate much 
faster than the remote terminal, and therefore, the relaying system 
fault clearing will depend 1 on the slowest operating relay terminal. 
The most critical internal fault location will be a line end 
fault near one terminal such as F2 as shown in Figure 14, page 59, 
with minimum feed from the remote terminal. A plot of relay system 
fault cle,.aring time is also shown in Figure 14 for the fault con-
dition, F2. Clearing time for the fault, F2 , is 69 MS. 
Transient blocking of terminal tripping for external faults 
is provided by the transfer trip relay at each terminal to prevent 
misoperation due to fault current reversals caused by unequal power 
circuit breaker clearing times on paralle
1
l lines. 
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As discussed previously, automatic blocking of sy~tem 
tripping for external faults will be initiated within 18 MS by the 
... , .. 
transient blocking tim&r·for the conditions as stated on page 47 in 
V 
, .. / 
Chapter 5. The transient blocking timer is adjustable to 25 MS which 
-· --- ., 
allows for variances in telephone line propagation delay times. 
« • 
Normally, telephone line propagation delays are in the range of 2-3 MS, 
so that a transient blocking timer setting of 18 MS is sufficient. It 
. 
. is important that the telep~qne line propaga~ion delay pe verified by 
test to insure the transient blocking timer setting will not operate 
to· incorrectly block system tripping· for an internal fa ult·. A coordi-
µation plot of protective relay system blocking time at each terminal 
are shown for an external fault, F3 , in Figure 15·, page 61, behind a 
strong feed terminal. The coordination plot for an external fault 
behind the weak feed terminal is similar to the one depicted in 
..... 
Figure 15. A permissive trJansfer trip signal must be received within ··-
18 MS after transient blocking is initiated to prevent blocking of 
pilot tripping at a terminal. 
There are no distan·ce' relay coordinating problems at the 
weak feed terminal with zone 2 relay settings of lines terminating at 
the remote strong terminal buses, because the weak feed terminal 
relays are reverse reaching. Therefore, the problem of applying a 
·' 
large distance relay setting at the weak feed terminal for sensing 
internal faults which could reach into other line relay protection 
zones does not exist. 
,, 
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The relative strength of the strong feed terminals will 
determine the apparent impedancE. ef feet on each other. Usually, this 
effect is very small. Because the weak terminal supplies very little 
infeed for internal faults, its apparent impedance effect on.the 
strong feed terminal will be minor. At the weak feed terminal the 
apparent impedance effect is not a problem since it is designed as a 
blocking terminal. 
Load current does have some effect on distance· relay opera--·)~---. 
tion but in many cases it is negligible. This load current can in-
crease or decrease the apparent impedance effect on the strong feed 
terminal distance relays depending on its direction. It has very 
little effect on system operation.since the weak feed terminal dis-
tance relay does not sense internal faults. 
Sequential tripping is not a problem because the system is 
designed for simultaneous tripping of all terminals. 
Performance of the relaying system ultimately depends on 
the quality and reliability of the communication channel among all 
the terminals. Therefore, the communication channel characteristic is 
,i 
a consideration in the ov~rall system design. 
The leased telephone circuit propagation delay time is a 
necessary value for setting the transient blocki.ng timer to prevent 
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tripping on the clearing of an external fault. It·is important the 
propagation delay used be verified by test as discussed previously. 
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CHAPTER 7 
SYSTEM APPLICATION 
The proposed weak feed three terminal"relaying system which 
has been discussed can be appiied to many types of three terminal 
configurations. Separate protection must be applied for the trans-
former third terminal which is not included in the high voltage pro-
tective relaying system. For a transformer fault, direct transfer 
trip signals .would be initiated to the remote terminals for fault 
isolation. 
Installation of this standard type relaying system elimi-
nates many problems associated with special relaying schemes which 
require extensive coordination studies. Also, it eliminates the need 
of designing another special scheme for future protection require-
ments. Standardiz'ation of a protective relaying system for the weak 
feed three terminal line condition is necessary for unifonnity of 
application and as a basis for evaluating a system's performance. 
Application of the weak feed relaying s;~em has been made 
on the PP&L system but no operating experience has been accumulated 
due to difficulty in establishing the leased telephone communication 
system installation." The main problem is the establishment of 
sufficient signal levels at the audio tone equipment receivers for 
proper functioning of the system. Attenuation of the signal levels 
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by the three terminal bridge type leased telephone circuit can be 
' 
corrected by amplifiers which establish the required signal level for 
operation of the audio tone equipment. ,••:_ 
Existing Systems 
Implementation of this scheme is based on the premise that 
existing protection on the original two terminal line consists of 
P.O.T.T. tone relaying system. 
Modifications required at each strong feed terminal are: 
1. Replacement of the existing transfer trip relay with an 
STU-12 transfer trip relay designed for use with electro-
mechanical relays. 
2. Replacement of the existing frequency shift audio tone 
equipment With high Speed frequency shift ?Udio t~e equip-
ment compatible for operation with the STU-12 transfer trip 
relay. 
3. Installation of a harmonic-restrained overcurrent relay to 
supervise the directional overcurrent ground relay operation 
to prevent false terminal tripping upon energization of the 
transformer third terminal. 
Protective relaying at t_he weak feed terminal consists of: 
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1. Installation of reverse reachi~g phase and directional over-
cui;rent_ ground relays that are the same type as those at 
" 
, . 
<b l 
strong feed terminals. 
., 
This permits better coordination for 
the external faults behind the weak feed terminal although 
it is not a requirement. 
2., Installation of high speed three phase undervol tage and high 
speed ground overvoltage relays • 
. ,. 
3.. .Installation of an STU-12 trans£ er trip relay with weak feed 
logic. 
Selection of the leased telephone circuit for the three 
terminal line is very important, since it is the.medium for trans-
mitting relay intelligence between termin~ls. Therefore, it must be 
a very reliable link to provide proper relaying system operation and 
.. coordination. 
Telephone line propagation delay is a factor in the design 
of the relaying system coordination for external faults and may be 
significant because its value depends on the characteristics of the 
leased circuit and its length. Field tests should be conducted to 
determine the propagation delay since its value is necessary to set 
the transient blocking timer at each terminal. Its setting should 
equal twice the total of the tone channel equipment delay and propa-
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gation delay plus· a 10% margin. The transient blocking timer can be 
adjusted for values up to 27 MS. 
' ~-
The complete three terminal system is shown in Figure 10, 
page 40. 
Future Sys~em Application 
The weak feed three terminal protective relaying system can 
be modified for protection of the future two-two terminal line config-
uration as shown in Figure 16, page 68. 
.. 
The STIJ-12 transfer trip relay at· the weak ,feed terminal 
can be utilized for strong feed terminal operation by reconnecting the 
reversed phase and ground relays fo,;,tf operation to protect one portion 
of the two terminal line segment A-C as shown in Figure 16. Operation 
of these protective relays would override any weak feed logic in the 
.. 
transfer trip r~.lay. The function of the high speed undervoltage and 
overvoltage supervising relays would not be required and therefore, 
could be removed. 
Another complement of relays and transfer trip relays 
similar to B would be installed at termina'l C to protect the line 
section C-B. Frequencies must be changed at terminals Band C for C, 
proper operation of the two-two terminal line P.O.T.T. systems. Since 
the terminal transfer trip relay and the tone equipment are rack 
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mounted units in a cabinet, they can be moved to another location 
. 
whe.re· needed~· The protec·tive relay installation at terminal D would 
be the same as that at terminal A~ except a harmonic-restrained ground 
overcurrent relay is not applied. 
Transmitters and receivers at each terminal must be re-
arranged for operation as two independent two terminal line conf i·gur-
ations. Because leased telephone circuits were used, the original 
three terminal telephone line circuit can be abandoned and replaced 
with two separate circuits, one for each two terminal line. 
I 
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CHAPTER 8 
SYSTEM JUSTIFICATION AND EVALUATION 
Many of the relaying systems used for protection of three 
terminal lines have been special designs. These relaying designs 
were usually extens-ions of two terminal protective relaying systems 
that were applied to three terminal lines with the knowledge of some 
. 
, 
compromise in protection. Four types of re~?ying systems that have ~i,'t 
been used for three terminal line protection are: 
1. P. 0. T. T. Tone 
2. Directional Comparison Carrier Blocking 
3. Two-step (zone 1 and zone 2) distance 
4. Pilot wire 
Application of two-step distance or pilot wire relaying 
involved considerable coordinat~n and. did no,,t result in effective 
protection, especially if one terminal was weak in relation to the 
"' 
other terminals. In addition, pilot wire relaying could only ·be 
applied to very short lines and therefore was limited depending on 
transmission line lengthe 
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P.O.T.T~ tone and directional comparison carrier blocking 
are suitable ·protective relaying systems for three terminal lines. 
One major restriction on tone application is that every terminal must 
sense all internal faults for successful system operation. When con-
~ 
. sidering application of tone to weak feed three terminal lines, the 
system must be thoroughly analyzed for proper operation as discussed 
in Chapter 3. 
Directional comparison carrier blocking which involves some 
relay c.oordination is a suitable type protection for a three t'erminal 
liTI.e if every terminal can sense all internal faults. In constdering 
application of.carrier to weak feed three terminal lines, sequential 
fault clearing of the weak terminal must be accepted. Therefore, use er -
of carrier pilot blocl<in~ protection may not always provide high speed 
simultaneous fault clearing of all terminals, which is one of the 
m·ajor objectives of high voltage transwission line protection. 
In the economic evaluation of applying one high voltage 
protective relaying system versus all other alternates, the important 
considerations are: 
1. Relative cost of the relay protection in comparison to 
alternates. 
2. Actual capital cost of·protective equipment. 
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3. Functional importance of protected equipment. 
Actual costs used in a comparison of high voltage protection 
systems may not be valid when considering application of these relay 
protections to a particular utility power system. Therefore, in this 
cost comparison, the telative cost ratio among application of various 
types of high voltage protection on the PP&L system will be given in { ,r.i. 
addition to actual costs. Although actual costs give an idea of 
magnitude, they must be adjusted to take into account a utility's 
specific type of power system and its operation. 
Cost . co~parisons have been made for the fallowing two type.s 
of high voltage protective rel_aying systems for three terminal lines 
that could become standard applications: 
1. Weak Feed Three Terminal P.O.T.T. Tone. 
2. Directional Comparison Power Line Carrier Blocking. 
No compari~on was made for the pilot wire and the two-step 
distance relaying systems because of the justifications outlined above. 
These cost comparisons were made on the basis o·f (1) in-
stalling, on the PP&L power system, a brand new carrier or a tone 
\ 
relaying· system on a weak feed three terminal line, and (2) the con-. 
version costs to two-two terminal line operation for each system. 
·., 
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-Table 2, page 74, .summarizes the details of these cost comparisons . 
. ,.. 
The estimated material cost per terminal includes the pro-
tective relays and associated control circuitry mounted and wired on 
a swi t·chboard panel, communication channel equipment, and physical 
substation equipment such as line traps, coupling capacitors required 
' for the carrier. system. The installed costs per terminal for tone 
'"'.!: 
and carrier in T~ble 2 include material, construction, and overheads 
such as engineering design and drafting. The capitalized cost of 
leased telephone line rental for the tone system was based on a $15 a 
month rental per terminal for a duration of two years. No cost is 
required for carrier because the power line conductors of the trans-
mission line are used as the communication medium. 
It is significant to note that the relative cost ratio of 
3.7 to 2 from an installed cost point of view shows tone to be more 
economical than carrier. 
The conversion costs in Table 2 cover the necessary modifi-
cations for protection of the future two-two terminal line configura-
tion as outlined for the tone system in Chapter 7. An additional 
terminal o.f protective relaying equipment must be installed in either 
system to segregate the three terminal system into two independent 
protective relaying systems. Modifications are required at the • 
existing terminals for proper operation of the new system. In the 
...._,,, 
tone system, the weak feed terminal relaying must be changed for I 
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. COST COMPARISON 
·NEW INSTALLATION 
,.JI 
Material/terminal 
...... 
Installed cost/terminal 
Capitalized cost/terminal 
(leased line rental - 2 years) 
Total installed cost 
(3 terminals) 
Relative cost ratio - carrier/tone= 
CONVERSION COSTS 
"11' 
One new terminal 
Modification - existing terminals 
Total capitalized cost 
(leased line rental - 10 years) 
Total conversion cost 
Relative cost ratio - carrier/tone -
TABLE 2 
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Tone 
$11,000 
$27,000 
$ 350. 
$82,000 
1.86/1 
Tone 
$27,000 
$10,000 
$ 4,900 
$41,900 
1.35/1 
Carrier 
$ 19,000 Ii 
$ 50,800 
$152,400 
Carrier 
$ 50,800 
$ 6,000 
$ 56,800 
,· . 
strong terminal operation. The capitali'zed cost of leased line 
rental was also based on $15 a month rental for a duration of 10 
years. From a conversion cost point of view, t.he tone system has b,een 
"' 
shown to be more economical than carrier for implementation by a ratio 
of about 3 to 2 (Table 2). 
Since. tone.- systems are in more general use, a cost comparison 
was made for the installation of a tone or carrier system at an exist-
ing tone system installation and is summarized in Table 3, page· 76. y 
These cost comparisons were made on the basis of installed costs per 
terminal .for tone and carrier which includes material, construction,· 
' 
and overheads such as engineering design and drafting. Much of the 
existing protective relaying and control circuitry could be utilized 
for the new tone system whereas with·carrier, only the phase relaying 
could be used. Therefore, the modifications necessary for carrier 
were con~iderably greater, which was reflected. in the cost. The 
weak feed terminal relaying in either case is a new system installa-
tion. ·· Salvage of existing material not incorporated in the new design 
. 
was factored into the cost estimate. Again, the capitalized cost for 
telephone line rental for a duration of two years was included. 
Referring to Table 3, the tone system has been shown to be more 
economical than carrier for implementation by a ratio of about 2 to 1. 
• 
,I 
Therefore, ·tone has been shown to be more economical than 
carrier'for implementation. In the evaluation of a relay protective 
.. system, an important factor in the implementation of any system is its 
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COST COMPARISON 
EXISTING TONE INSTALLATION 
Installed cost - existing terminal 
Installed cost - new terminal 
Capitalized cost/terminal 
(leased line rental - 2 years) 
Total installed cost 
(3 terminals) 
Relative cost ratio - carrier/ton~= 
TABLE 3 
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Tone 
$11,350 
$28,000 
$ 350 
$58,000 
2.10/1 
Carrier 
$ 35, 700 
$ 50,800 
$122,000 
\ 
cost effectiveness; that is, the cost-benefit relationship among 
alternative methods. Benefits derived from implementation of a system 
can be determined by the: 
1. Speed of the protective relay system. 
2. Sensitivity of the protective relay system. 
3. Selectivity of the protective relay system. 
4. Compatibility of application to an existing protective 
relay system. 
•' ·1 
5. Flexibility of the protective relay system application to 
meet future protection requirements. 
A comparison of the tone and carrier protective relaying 
systems was made on the basis of the five factors as·listed and is 
shown in Table 4, page 78. ·The weak feed three terminal tone system 
provides the major advantage of high speed simultaneous fault clearing 
of all terminals. Fault clearing times are comparable to those on 
two terminal lines, which means that degraded relaying protection does 
not occur for the intermediate three terminal line stage of develop-
ment. -It has been shown that benefits derived from implementation of 
•· 
tone justify its use. 
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. Factor 
Speed ·' 
. , 
Sensitivity 
Selectivity 
Compatibility -
Existing Systems 
Flexibility -
Future Systems 
Characteristics 
TONE AND CARRIER COMPARISON -
VARIOUS FACTORS 
Tone 
Simultaneous·high speed 
clearing (68 MS) - all 
terminals 
Protective relay - same 
• as carrier 
Same as carrier if 
logic is properly 
coordinated 
Economical to convert 
Flexible for changes -
economical to modify 
System tripping depen-
dent on reliability of 
communication channel 
TABLE 4 
~\' q 
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Carrier 
High speed clearing (52 
MS) - strong terminals 
sequential clearing 
(128-136 MS) - weak 
terminal . 
Protective relay - same 
as tone 
Same as tone if logic is 
.,, 
properly coordinated 
Expensive to convert 
Flexible for changes -
expensive to modify 
System tripping not 
dependent on reliability 
of connnunication channel 
.,,. 
< .• 
One major disadvantage of tone is the reliability of the 
relaying system depends mainly on the security of the communication 
channel. Leased telephone lines are more vulnerable to disruption 
since they are not under complete control of the user such as the 
carrier communication channel which is an integral part of the power 
system. Because the telephone utility has the goal of providing the 
•• best service possible to its users., it appears that increased use of 
leased circuits which result in improved service. 
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSIONS 
The weak feed three terminal line is an intermediate stage 
of a power system that developed as a result of economics. In the 
thesis, an analysis of the difficulties in relaying the weak feed 
three terminal line by conventional methods of protection was pre-
sented. 
A feasible protective relaying system application for the 
weak feed three terminal line has been discussed and analyzed. Its 
design is based on the use of the conventional two terminal electro-
mechanical protective relays in a P.O.T.T. tone pilot application. 
Solid state relaying techniques applied in conjunction with electro-
mechanical protective relays have made the relaying protection system 
feasible and economically practical for the intermediate and future 
transmission line development. An imp6rtant achievement is that the 
proposed protective relaying system for the weak feed three terminal 
line configuration is actually being applied as a pilot relaying pro-
tective system on a particular utility power system (PP&L). 
This relaying system is a standard type application that 
provides high speed simultaneous fault clearing which was a major 
--
shortcoming of previous relaying designs on three terminal lines. 
-80-
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Fault clearing times using this system are comparable to those on two 
terminal lines . 
. · ,t. 
A major drawback with this relaying system is that its 
reliability depends on the security of the communication channel. 
Inadequate leased telephone c91n.cimnication channels between the termi-
nals have caused delays in the implementation of the weak feed three 
terminal protection on the PP&L system, thereby precluding the inclu-
sion of field testing results in this thesis. 
f 
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APPENDIX I 
Apparent Impedance Calculations 
Apparent impedance calculations were made for three-phase 
faults (system normal condition) at six locations on the Montour-
Milton-Sunbury 230 KV line as shown on page 83. These locations were 
chosen as the critical points for examination of the apparent impedance 
effect on operation of distance relays applied at each terminal. 
The current contribution of each terminal .for each of the 
six fault locations was obtained from a computerized fault study. The 
apparent impedance calculations were made by using the equation and 
procedure described in Chapter 3. Apparent impedance and terminal 
current data for each of the six fault locations are summarized in the 
table on page 83. 
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APPENDIX 
MONTOUR - MI L TON - SUNBURY 230 KV LI NE 
4 
·' MONTOUR SUNBURY 
z - 8.4 z - 8.3 - -\. I 
. .. ~ 
' ' J 
' 
. 
z - 0 -
.. 1 
~ 
' 
F F * F F * * 
' ' 3 6 2 5 
~~ I LTON * BR~AKER OPEN 
APPARENT IMPEDANCE AND THREE PHASE FAULT DATA 
1 .. APPARENT Z 'OPR I OH1v1S }. , TERMINAL CURRENT (PRI AMPS) . . .. 
-
,. 
f 
FAULTS SUNBURY MIL TON MONTOUR SUNBURY MILTON MONTOUR FAULT 
Fl 0 199 I 7. 3 13,700 190 4,310 18,200 ! 
! 
F ') 62.3 0 2,860 440 21 , 850 ! IP. I 25, r so , . ~ T 
- 1 F I ~ R - L1. n R_~ 
- - - - I 
1 
' I" F4 89_? 17.8 I - - ~90 5 .n60 6. 250 I 
1 F5 17.8 81. 3 - 4,920 560 - 5,480 I 
F6 ' 
-8.4 - 8.3 - - -
• 
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